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Line of Duty Death Seminar Participant Reviews


“It was great to have the longer day, and the chance to have so much
interaction from the other participants. Witnessing the role playing was
quite an experience. I look forward to our next training. Many thanks
for your desire to spread the word and offer proactive training on the
most often taboo subject of LODD.” EMT/Firefighter, Syracuse, NY



“For someone to sit for all those hours and not be bored.......means the
speaker did something very right. You made it very interesting and easy
to grasp.” EMT/Operations Staff, Syracuse, NY



“Thanks for the additional information and for an extremely informative
session. After listening to you however, I've committed to getting things
put together in the near term.” Fire Chief, Lapeer, MI



“It was an eye opening experience. Twice in my ministry I have had to
give notice to the loved ones after a tragic death. The considerations of
an LODD, however, far surpassed my imagination. I believe you have
equipped us to go back to our department and begin the process toward
an LODD notification SOG.” Fire Chaplain, Rochester, NY



“Pre planning is not in the front of everyone’s mind, but the need does
exist. We must prepare ourselves as well as our organizations to perform
whatever it takes to pay our respects in the proper fashion which our
fallen brothers/sisters so richly deserve. We must be able to assist our
fallen brothers/sisters families in their time of need.”
Fire District Administrator, Buffalo, NY

“Thanks for a great training course on Line of Duty Death preplanning.
We found it to be very informative and loaded with things we never
considered. We now realize we have a monumental task ahead of us, but
know the importance of having a preplan and just as importantly, the
consequences of not having one.” 911 Dispatcher, Rochester, NY


*All comments presented are in their original form, directly from the individual
students who participated in our training program.*

